Dear Parker Families,

Parker is delighted to announce that we will be giving our families the opportunity to visit with their loved one this week on **Friday, July 3, 2020, from 10 am – 5 pm**, to be held **from your personal vehicle** in front of the facility.

We are taking the utmost precautions in careful planning to keep all safe and healthy to accommodate this very much anticipated reunion time with your loved one.

Please understand that to coordinate this safely and fairly, and to accommodate as many family visits, the process will be as follows:

1. To reserve your visit time – please contact the **Family Call Center – 718-289-2888**.
2. Time for visitation will be scheduled every 15 minutes and the maximum length of visit is 10 minutes.
3. Your reservation will be confirmed once all the information is received and that your loved one is medically stable to participate.

For the safety of all, no patient or resident will be able to participate if they are currently COVID+ and/or for any health related reason, it is medically unadvisable for them to participate. All visitors will be required to wear masks which will be made available to you by Parker Jewish Institute.

We are preparing for reopening, and are awaiting guidance from the New York State Department of Health as to how and when we will be required to do this in a safe, controlled manner. We recognize how difficult this time has been on all of you – and we know that we have, and continue to do our best, to serve our community and be there for your loved one, when you have not been able to.

The residents have enjoyed live music entertainment, via their room television sets from the Parker Bridge, on Wednesday's and Friday's, at 2PM. For your listening pleasure, with the residents, the music link is below, for your enjoyment.
Tune in here:
https://parkerinstituteevents.webex.com/mw3300/mywebex/default.do?nomenu=true&siteurl=parkerinstituteevents&service=6&rand=0.7182985393913417&main_url=https%3A%2F%2Fparkerinstituteevents.webex.com%2Fece3300%2Feventcenter%2Fevent%2FeventAction.do%3FtheAction%3Ddetail%26encryptTicketRegistere%3DSDJTSwAAAAATal6F5QE_vcZ2xzA4Gup5-wg3eFhIJC5sJK7tLa7ArQ2%26%26EMK%3D4832534b00000004b8c50242103017fo464e374b89296b593cddae29544ccdf9f4fbc3e5f5d32dd4%26siteurl%3Dparkerinstituteevents%26confViewID%3D165398995758256849%26encryptTicket%3DSDJTSwAAAARR8S3P64AI9iEE6hnoyq5aLJWzXmJwmVAoSxe46sMPZA2%26email%3Dmrosenblut%2540parkerinstitute.org

Sincerely yours,

The Parker Community

*All is subject due to change based on Federal and State regulations.*